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Abstract
In this paper we present a fast algorithm for the computation of errorcorrecting graph isomorphisms. The new algorithm is an extension of a method for exact subgraph isomorphism detection from an input graph to a set
of a priori known model graphs, which was previously developed by the authors. Similarly to the original algorithm, the new method is based on the
idea of creating a decision tree from the model graphs. This decision tree is
compiled o -line in a preprocessing step. At run time, it is used to nd all
error-correcting graph isomorphisms from an input graph to any of the model
graphs up to a certain degree of distortion. The main advantage of the new
algorithm is that error-correcting graph isomorphism detection is guaranteed
to require time that is only polynomial in terms of the size of the input graph.
Furthermore, the time complexity is completely independent of the number
of model graphs and the number of edges in each model graph. However,
the size of the decision tree is exponential in the size of the model graphs.
Nevertheless, practical experiments have indicated that the method can be
applied to graphs containing up to 16 vertices.

1 Introduction
Graph structures is a powerful and universal tool with applications in various subelds of science and engineering. In pattern recognition and image analysis, graphs
are often used for the representation of structured objects. For example, if the
problem is to recognize instances of known objects in an image, then often models of the known objects are represented by means of model graphs and stored
in a database. The unknown objects in the input image are extracted by means
of suitable preprocessing and segmentation algorithms, and represented by input
graphs. Thus the problem of object recognition can be solved by searching for
graph or subgraph isomorphisms between the models and the input graph. In a
real world application, however, there is usually a certain amount of noise and distortion present in an input graph. Therefore, perfect correspondences between
the models and the input do frequently not exist. Hence, it is necessary to provide means for error-tolerant matching. In the past, di erent methods for nding
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exact and error-tolerant graph and subgraph isomorphisms have been proposed, such
as heuristic search[BA83, SH81, Ull76], probabilistic relaxation[KCP92], simulated
annealing[HHVN90] or linear programming[AD93]. One of the major problems of
error-correcting graph or subgraph isomorphism detection is its exponential time
complexity, which is due to the fact that the problem is NP-complete. Combinatorial search methods such as A are guaranteed to always nd the optimal solution.
However, they require exponential time in the worst case. Stochastic optimization
methods such as relaxation or simulated annealing, on the other hand, have only
polynomial time complexity, but they are not guaranteed to always yield the correct solution. Another problem with graph matching arises if the number of models
in the database is large. In case of many models, it may become impossible to
sequentially match each model against the input graph.
In this paper, we propose a method which is capable of nding all error-correcting
graph isomorphisms between an input and a set of model graphs in time that is
only polynomial in the number of vertices of the input graph. In particular, the
time complexity of the new method is completely independent of the number of
model graphs in the database. The new algorithm is an extension of the method for
exact subgraph isomorphism detection that was previously presented by the authors
in [MB95b, MB95c]. It is based on the idea of generating all possible adjacency
matrices of a model graph o -line and organizing them in a decision tree. At run
time, the decision tree is used to classify the adjacency matrix of an unknown input
graph. In the case of exact graph isomorphism detection, the classi cation process
can be done in quadratic time. In this paper, we describe two approaches to the
incorporation of error correction in the decision tree method.
In the rst approach, error correction is considered at the time of the creation of
the decision tree. That is, for each model graph a set of distorted copies are created
and compiled into the decision tree. The number of distorted copies depends on
the maximal admissible error. At run time, the decision tree is used to classify the
unknown input graph in the same way as in case of exact subgraph isomorphism
detection. The time complexity of this procedure is only quadratic. However, the
size of the decision tree is exponential in the number of vertices of the model graphs
and in the degree of distortion that is to be considered.
In the second approach, the error corrections are considered at run time only. That
is, the decision tree for a set of model graphs does not incorporate any information
about possible errors. Hence, the decision tree compilation step is identical to the
original preprocessing step presented in [MB95b, MB95c] and, consequently, the size
of the decision tree is exponential only in the size of the model graphs. At run time,
a set of distorted copies of the input graph are constructed such that all possible
error corrections up to a certain error threshold are considered. Each graph in this
set is then classi ed by the decision tree.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the concepts of
graph isomorphism and error-correction are formally de ned and some notations
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are introduced. Next, in Section 3, the basic idea of the decision tree approach for
exact graph isomorphism detection is outlined. The application of the decision tree
approach to error-correcting graph isomorphism and the computational complexity
of the new method are described in Section 4. In Section 5, the results of a number
of experiments with randomly generated graphs are presented and, nally, in Section
6, some conclusion are drawn.

2 De nitions and Notations
De nition 1: A labeled graph G is a 4-tuple, G = (V; E; ;  ), where
 V is the set of vertices,
 E  V  V is the set of edges,
  : V ! LV is a function assigning labels to the vertices,
  : E ! LE is a function assigning labels to the edges.
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We assume that LV and LE are nite sets of symbolic labels. Note that the above
de nition corresponds to the case of directed graphs. Undirected graphs are obtained
if we require for each edge (v1; v2) the existence of an edge (v2; v1) in the opposite
direction with the same label.
Let G = (V; E; ;  ) be a graph with V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng. Then G can also be
represented by its adjacency matrix M = (mij ); i; j = 1; : : : ; n, where mii = (vi)
and mij =  ((vi; vj )) for i 6= j . Apparently, the adjacency matrix representation
of a graph doesn't take loops at a vertex into account. However, this isn't a real
restriction as loops can be represented by means of an extended set of vertex labels.
Clearly, the matrix M is not unique for a graph G. If M represents G, then any
permutation of M is also a valid representation of G.

De nition 2: A n  n-matrix P = (pij ) is called a permutation matrix if
1. pij 2 f0; 1g for i; j = 1; : : : ; n
2. Pni=1 pij = 1 for j = 1; : : : ; n
3. Pnj=1 pij = 1 for i = 1; : : : ; n

2
If a graph G is represented by an n  n adjacency matrix M and P is an n  n
permutation matrix, then the n  n matrix
M 0 = PMP T
(1)
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where P T denotes the transpose of P , is also an adjacency matrix of G. If pij = 1
then the j -th vertex in M becomes the i-th vertex in M 0.

De nition 3: Let G1 and G2 be two graphs and M1 and M2 their corresponding

adjacency matrices. G1 and G2 are isomorphic if there exists a permutation matrix
P such that
M2 = PM1P T
(2)
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Notice that the matrix P can be understood as a bijective function f that maps
the vertices of G1 to G2, and vice versa. That is, f (vj ) = vi i pij = 1. We will
call both P and f a graph isomorphism between G1 and G2. Thus, the problem of
nding a graph isomorphism between two graphs G1 and G2 is equivalent to nding
a permutation matrix P for which Eq.(2) holds true.
In order to integrate the concept of error correction into graph matching, we de ne
a distance measure for graphs. Similarly to the string matching problem where edit
operations are used to de ne the string edit distance[WF74], we de ne a graph edit
distance, which is based on the idea of correcting distortions in an input graph by
means of edit operations [BA83]. The graph edit operations are used to modify
either the model or the input graph until there exists a graph isomorphism between
the model and the input. In order to model the fact that certain distortions, i. e.
edit operations, are more likely than others, each graph edit operations  is assigned
a cost C ()  0. The costs of the graph edit operations are application dependent
and must be de ned on the basis of heuristic knowledge. The graph distance from
a model to an input graph is then de ned to be the minimum cost taken over all
sequences of edit operations that are necessary for the correction of the distortions
in the input graph. It can be concluded that the smaller the edit distance between a
model and an input graph is, the more similar they are. In this paper, we consider the
following distortions in a graph: vertex and edge label substitution, and missing and
extraneous edges. For each type of distortion, a corresponding graph edit operation
is de ned.

De nition 4: Given a graph G = (V; E; ;  ), a graph edit operation  on G is any
of the following:

 (v) ! l, v 2 V , l 2 LV : substituting the label (v) of vertex v by l (for the

correction of vertex label distortions).
  (e) ! l0, e 2 E , l0 2 LE : substituting the label  (e) of edge e by l0 (for the
correction of edge label distortions).
 e ! $, e 2 E : deleting the edge e from G (for the correction of missing edges).
4

 $ ! e = (v1; v2), v1; v2 2 V; (v1; v2) 2= E : inserting an edge between two
existing vertices v1,v2 of G (for the correction of extraneous edges).
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The four edit operations in Def. 4 are powerful enough to transform any graph G
into any other graph G0, provided that G and G0 have an equal number of vertices.

It is possible, of course, to extend this set of edit operations by including vertex
insertions and deletions, too. Then any graph G can be transformed into any other
graph G0, even if G and G0 have a di erent number of vertices.

De nition 5: Given a graph G = (V; E; ;  ) and an edit operation , the edited
graph, (G), is a graph (G) = (V ; E ;  ;  ) with
1. V = V

8
>
< E [ feg if  = ($ ! e)
2. E = > E feg if  = (e ! $)
:E
otherwise
(

 = ((v ) ! l )
3.  (v) = l(v) ifotherwise
( 0
l

 = ( (e) ! l0)
4.  (e) =  (e) ifotherwise

2

De nition 6: Given a graph G = (V; E; ;  ) and a sequence of edit operations  = (1; 2; : : : ; k ); k  1, the edited graph, (G), is a graph (G) =

k (: : : 2(1(G
))) : : :). The total cost of the transformation of G into (G) is given
P
2
by C () = ki=1 C (i).

De nition 7: Given two graphs G and G0, an error-correcting (ec) graph isomor-

phism from G to G0 is a 2-tuple (; P ) where  is a sequence of edit operations and
P is a graph isomorphism from (G) to G0. The cost of an ec graph isomorphism
(; P ) is the cost C ().
2
It follows from this de nition that, if there is an ec graph isomorphism (; P ) from
a graph G to a graph G0 , then G0 = PM(G) P 0 where M(G) is the adjacency matrix
of the graph (G). It is also easy to see that the permutation matrix P is implied
by G, G0 and .
Usually, there is more than one sequence  of edit operations such that a graph
isomorphism from (G) to G0 exists. Consequently, there is usually more than
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one ec graph isomorphism from G to G0. For our graph distance measure, we are
particularly interested in the ec graph isomorphism with minimum cost.

De nition 8: Let G and G0 be two graphs. The graph distance from G to G0,

d(G; G0 ), is given by the minimum cost taken over all ec graph isomorphisms from
G to G0 :
d(G; G0) = MINfC () j (; P ) is an ec graph isomorphism from G to G0g

2

The ec subgraph isomorphism (; P ) associated with d(G; G0 ) is called the optimal
error-correcting (oec) graph isomorphism from G to G0.(Notice that the permutation
matrix P is implied for given G, G0 and .) It is easy to see that the graph distance
according to Def. 8 is in general not symmetric, i.e., d(G; G0) 6= d(G0; G). However,
in the rest of this paper, we assume that the costs for substituting labels and for
inserting and deleting edges are symmetric, i.e., C (l1 ! l2) = C (l2 ! l1) for all
labels l1; l2 and C (e ! $) = C ($ ! e) for all edges e1. It is easy to see that this
assumption guarantees the symmetry of the graph distance according to Def. 8.

3 Graph Isomorphism by Decision Tree - A Brief
Overview
For the purpose of self-containedness, the approach presented in [MB95b, MB95c] is
brie y reviewed in this section. It works for both graph and subgraph isomorphism,
but in the context of the present paper we consider only graph isomorphism. We
assume that there is a set of model graphs that are known a priori, while the input
graph becomes accessible at run time only. For each model graph we compute, in an
o -line step, all possible permutations of the adjacency matrix and transform these
adjacency matrices into a decision tree. At run time, the matrix of the input graph
is used to nd those adjacency matrices in the decision tree that are identical to
it. The permutation matrices that correspond to these adjacency matrices represent
the graph isomorphisms that we are looking for.
Let G = (V; E; ;  ) be a model graph and M its corresponding n  n-adjacency
matrix. Furthermore, let A(G) denote the set of all permuted adjacency matrices
of G, i.e.,

A(G) = fMP jMP = PMP T where P is an n  n permutation matrixg

(3)

The graph isomorphism problem can now be restated in terms of the sets introduced
above. For a model graph G with n  n-adjacency matrix M and an input graph
1

This assumption is not essential, but it simpli es the description of the proposed method.
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GI with n  n-adjacency matrix MI , we determine whether there exists a matrix
MP 2 A(G) such that MI = MP . If such a matrix MP exists, the permutation
matrix P associated with MP describes a graph isomorphism from GI to G, i.e.
MI = MP = PMP T .
In [MB95b, MB95c] it was proposed to organize the set A(G) in a decision tree such
that each matrix in A(G) is classi ed by the tree. The features that will be used for
the classi cation process are the individual elements in the adjacency matrices. We
say that an n  n matrix consists of an array of so-called row-column elements ai,
where each ai is a vector of the form ai = (m1i; m2i; : : :; mii; mi(i 1); : : :; mi1). The
matrix can then be written as M = (a1; a2; : : :; an); i = 1; : : :; n. The decision tree
is built according to the row-column elements of each adjacency matrix MP 2 A(G).
At the top of the decision tree there is a single root node. The direct successor nodes
of the root node constitute the rst level of the decision tree. On the rst level, the
classi cation of the matrices in A(G) is done according to the rst row-column
element a1 of each matrix MP 2 A(G). The element a1 = (m11) represents the label
of the rst vertex in each matrix in A(G), m11 2 LV (see Section 2). Each branch
that leads to a direct successor node of the root is associated with a speci c value
of the row-column element a1. Consequently, the matrices in A(G) are classi ed at
the rst level of the decision tree according to their rst vertex label. Next, on the
second level of the decision tree, the second row-column element a2 of each matrix
is used for the classi cation. In general, the matrices that are represented by some
node on the level k are divided into classes according to the element ak . At the
bottom of the decision tree, there are the leaf nodes. Each leaf node represents a
class of identical matrices MP 2 A(G).
In Fig. 1, a graph, g1, and its corresponding decision tree are shown. The nodes of
the decision tree are represented by shaded circles. Each directed branch from one
node to another has a row-column element associated with it. At the top of Fig. 1
the set A(g1) of permuted adjacency matrices of g1 is listed. Eeach leaf node in the
decision tree represents exactly one adjacency matrix.
Until now the construction of a decision tree for a single model graph has been
explained. However, it is easy to see that di erent model graphs can be integrated
into one decision tree. The classi cation of an adjacency matrix by the decision
tree is independent of the model graph to which the adjacency matrix corresponds.
Consequently, a set of di erent model graphs G1; : : :; GL and their corresponding
sets of adjacency matrices A(G1); : : : ; A(GL) can be represented by the same decision
tree.
In Fig. 2 the decision tree for the graph g1 in Fig. 1 and another graph, g2 , is
displayed. The adjacency matrices of A(g2) are given at the top of Fig. 2. Only two
nodes have to be added to the decision tree shown in Fig. 1. (Notice that for g2
some of the permuted adjacency matrices are identical with each other.)
At run time, the decision tree is used in order to classify the n  n adjacency
matrix MI of an unknown input graph GI . The matrix MI is classi ed on the rst
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Figure 1: Decision tree for the classi cation of the adjacency matrices A; : : :; F of
the graph g1.
level according to its row-column element a1I . If there is some branch from the
root node to a successor node whose associated element matches a1I , the algorithm
continues with that successor node on the second level, and so on. If at some
point no classi cation is possible, then the input graph GI is not isomorphic to any
of the model graphs. If a leaf node has been reached then a graph isomorphism
between the input graph and one of the models has been found. The permutation
matrix P corresponding to the leaf node represents the graph isomorphism between
G and GI , i.e. PMP T = MI . For a more detailed description of this algorithm see
[MB95b, MB95c].
The most important aspect of decision tree based graph isomorphism detection
is that no backtracking is necessary at any point in the decision tree traversal.
On each level k, the process of deciding which successor node to follow can be
performed in O(k) steps. This is due to the fact that the row-column elements that
are associated to the successor nodes of a node N can be stored in a dictionary.
This dictionary is organized as a 2k 1 index structure in which each element
mij of a row-column element ak = (m1k ; : : :; mkk ; : : :; mk1) is used as an index.
Consequently, at run time, the dictionary which is attached to the node N , is used
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Figure 2: Decision tree for the graph g1 in Fig 1 and another graph g2.
to look up the existence of a row-column element in O(k) steps. In particular, the
computation of the next successor node is independent of the number of successor
nodes and therefore independent of the number of model graphs that are represented
by the decision tree. We can conclude that given an input graph with n vertices
and a decision tree representing a set of model graphs G1; : : :; GL , the theoretical
run time complexity of the new algorithm is O(n2 ) as there are O(n) levels in the
decision tree and on each of these levels O(n) steps for choosing the next successor
node must be performed. Notice that there is no best or worst case for the new
algorithm. Independent of the input, its computation time is always quadratic,
while for conventional algorithms such as Ullman's algorithm the computation time
becomes exponential in the worst case.
The disadvantage of this method is the size of the decision tree. It is easy to see
that for a graph with n vertices, there are n! di erent permuted adjacency matrices
and, in the worst case, n! leaf nodes in the corresponding decision tree. Hence,
the size of the decision tree is bounded by O(nn ) for a single model graph and
by O(Lnn ) for L model graphs. In [MB95c] various pruning techniques have been
described which reduce the size of the decision tree to O(L3n ). It has been shown in
a number of practical experiments documented in [MB95b, MB95c] that the decision
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tree approach to exact graph and subgraph isomorphism detection is applicable to
single graphs with up to 22 vertices or, alternatively, to databases consisting of 100
graphs, each comprising up to 11 vertices. In the following section, we propose
an extension of the decision tree approach to error-correcting graph isomorphism
detection.

4 Error-correcting Graph Isomorphism by Decision Tree
Given a set of model graphs G1; : : :; GL and an input graph GI we want to nd the
oec graph isomorphism (i ; P i ) (see Def. 8) between Gi and GI such that the cost
C (i) is minimal over all model graphs, i.e. C (i) = minfC (j ); j = 1; : : : ; Lg.
Traditionally, this problem is solved by applying an A-based algorithm to each
model-input graph pair [SH81, SF83, Won90, CYS+ 96]. In such an algorithm, the
vertices of the model graph are tentatively mapped to the vertices of the input graph
one after the other, and for each such mapping the necessary edit operations are
recorded and the corresponding edit costs are accumulated. At each stage of the
algorithm, it is always the mapping with the least cost that is further expanded by
mapping an additional vertex of the model graph onto vertices of the input graph.
In this manner, it is guaranteed that for each model-input pair the oec graph isomorphism is found. There are two major disadvantages of this method. First, the
number of expanded mappings may grow exponentially, resulting in an exponential
time complexity in the worst case. Secondly, the method must be applied individually to each model-input pair. Consequently, the time complexity is also linearly
dependent on the number of model graphs. In the case of exact graph isomorphism
detection, both of these disadvantages can be avoided by using the decision tree
approach described in the previous section.
The basic idea of the decision tree approach to error-correcting graph isomorphism
detection is to separate the graph isomorphism search from the error-correction
process. That is, given two graphs G and G0, we propose to generate all distorted
copies of G such that the graph distance from each copy to G is not larger than a
certain threshold #. Each of the distorted copies of G is then separately matched
with the graph G0. Clearly, if the graph distance of G and G0 is not larger than
#, there exists a distorted copy of G in the generated set that is isomorphic to G0.
Hence, this copy will be detected by the exact graph isomorphism process. Formally,
let

D(G; #) = f(G)j is a sequence of edit operations with C ()  #g

(4)

denote the set of all edited copies of G with cost less than or equal to #. Clearly, for
any graph G0, if d(G; G0)  #, then G0 2 D(G; #). An example is shown in Fig. 3.
A graph g1 and the set D(g1 ; #) for # = 1 are displayed. As there are no labels the
10

g1 :

D(g1; 1):

Figure 3: The graph g1 and the set D(g1 ; #) for # = 1.
only possible edit operations are the insertion and the deletion of an edge. Each
such operation is assigned a cost equal to 1. Hence, D(g1 ; 1) consists of exactly ten
edited copies of g1.
After D(G; #) has been computed, the optimal error-correcting graph isomorphism
(if it exists) can be determined by testing each graph G00 2 D(G; #) with G0 for graph
isomorphism. Clearly, such a scheme is only ecient if the exact graph isomorphism
process is computationally inexpensive. From the previous section, we know that
the decision tree approach to graph isomorphism detection has only quadratic time
complexity. Furthermore, it is completely independent of the number of model
graphs in the database. Thus, we propose to use the decision tree method for the
detection of graph isomorphisms between the graphs in D(G; #) and G0.
There are two possible implementations of the scheme described above. Given a
model graph G and an input graph GI , we can either compute the set D(G; #) or
the set D(GI ; #). In the rst case, D(G; #) can be computed o -line and at run time
it is tested if GI 2 D(G; #). In the second case, due to the fact that GI becomes
available at run time only, D(GI ; #) must be computed on-line before the condition
G 2 D(GI ; #) can be tested. In the following, both cases are studied in greater
detail.
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compile error-correcting tree(graphs G1 ; : : :; GL , threshold #)

1. for each Gi with i = 1; : : : ; L
(a) generate D(Gi ; #) by applying all edit operations and combinations of
edit operations to Gi
(b) for each G0 2 D(Gi ; #)
compile G0i into the decision tree and register the cost d(Gi ; G0i)
Figure 4: Algorithm compile error-correcting tree.

4.1 O -line Computation of Error Corrections
Given a set of model graphs G1; : : : ; GL, an input graph GI and a maximal error
threshold #, we compute o -line for each model graph Gi the set D(Gi ; #), i =
1; : : : ; L, and generate a decision tree for this set. At run time, the decision tree
is used to nd out whether the input graph GI (with adjacency matrix MI ) is
isomorphic to any of the distorted copies G0i = i(Gi ) of one of the model graphs Gi
(with adjacency matrix Mi). That is, if it is detected that GI is not isomorphic to
any of G1; : : :; GL but is isomorphic to G0i = i(Gi) and P is the permutation matrix
corresponding to this isomorphism then (i; P ) denotes an oec graph isomorphism
between Gi and GI . In Fig. 4 the compilation of the so-called error-correcting
decision tree for a set of model graphs is outlined. Actually, the result is a decision
tree for the set [Li=1 D(Gi ; #).
The advantage of computing the sets D(Gi ; #) with i = 1; : : : ; L o -line and compiling a decision tree that incorporates all of the generated graphs is that, at run
time, the condition GI 2 [Li=1D(Gi ; #) can be tested in quadratic time only. That
is, given L model graphs each consisting of n vertices, an error threshold #, and
an input graph with n vertices, the oec graph isomorphism search based on the
error-correcting decision tree has a time complexity of only
O(n2 )
(5)
In particular, the time complexity is completely independent of the number L of
model graphs and the size of the sets D(Gi ; #); i = 1; : : :; L. Note that the conventional A-based algorithm has in the best case a computational complexity of O(Ln4 )
and in the worst case of O(Ln2n ) [MB95a]. Hence, the decision tree approach outperforms the conventional algorithm at least by a factor of O(Ln2). However, the
disadvantage of this method is the size of the decision tree. In Section 3, it was
mentioned that the size of a decision tree for L models, each consisting of n vertices,
12

is bounded by O(L3n ). Clearly, in the case of an error-correcting decision tree, for
each model Gi all edited graphs in D(Gi ; #) must be compiled into the decision tree
as well. Hence, the total size of the decision tree strongly depends on the size of
D(Gi ; #) for i = 1; : : : ; L. The size of D(G; #) for a graph G depends on the set of
edit operations. It can be computed as follows. If we assume that the cost of any edit
operation is equal to 1 and that # assumes integer values only, i.e. # 2 f1; 2; : : :g,
then the number of edited graphs for a graph G with n vertices depends on the
number of possible changes of the elements of its adjacency matrix. For example,
with # = 1 each entry in the n  n-adjacency matrix of G may be changed exactly
once, resulting in O(n2 ) di erent edited graphs. In the previous example in Fig. 3,
the graph g1 is undirected and unlabeled. Hence, the maximal number of edited
graph with edit cost 1 is exactly n(n 1)=2. For n = 5 this number corresponds
to the ten edited copies of g1 shown in Fig. 32. In general, the number of edited
graphs in D(G; #) under the assumption that the cost of any edit operation is equal
to 1 is bounded by
O(#n2#)
(6)
Consequently, the total size of an error-correcting decision tree that incorporates
D(Gi ; #) for i = 1; : : : ; L is bounded by

O(#n2#L3n )

(7)

We conclude that while the error-correcting decision tree allows the detection of
error-correcting graph isomorphisms in quadratic time only, it requires an amount
of memory that is exponential in both the size of the model graphs and the maximal
error that is to be considered. Naturally, the procedure that computes the decision
tree is of exponential time complexity.

4.2 On-line Computation of Error Corrections
An alternative to the o -line computation of all possible error corrections as it was
described in the previous section is to compute D(GI ; #) for the input graph online and test whether there exists a model graph Gi with Gi 2 D(GI ; #). Hence,
in the o -line preprocessing step only the model graphs G1; : : : ; GL are compiled
into a decision tree. At run time, each edited graph in D(GI ; #) is then tested for
isomorphism to any of the model graphs by means of the decision tree. If G0I 2
D(GI ; #) with adjacency matrix MI0 is isomorphic to the model Gi with adjacency
matrix Mi, and P is the permutation matrix such that PMiP T = MI0 then it is true
that Mi = P T MI0 P = P T 0(MI )P where 0 is the edit sequence transforming GI
into G0I . In Fig. 5 the on-line error-correcting graph isomorphism algorithm based
on a decision tree is outlined, where the error-correcting graph isomorphism between
GI and Gi is denoted by (P; 0).
2

Note that some of these graphs may be isomorphic.
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error-correcting graph isomorphism(graph GI , #)

1. generate D(GI ; #) by applying all edit operations and combinations of edit
operations to GI
2. for each G0I 2 D(GI ; #)
(a) classify the adjacency matrix of G0I with the decision tree representing
the model graphs G1; : : :; GL
(b) if G0I is successfully classi ed by the decision tree as being isomorphic to
the graph Gi and P is the corresponding permutation matrix, then add
the error-correcting graph isomorphism (P; 0) between GI and Gi (see
text) to the list F .
3. output the error-correcting graph isomorphism (P; 0) with the least cost
C (0) in F .
Figure 5: Algorithm error-correcting graph isomorphism.
The main advantage of the on-line computation of the error corrections is that the
decision tree incorporates only the model graphs themselves. Hence, for L models
and n vertices in each model, its size is bounded by O(L3n ) compared to O(#n2#L3n )
in the case of the o -line computation (see Eq. 7). The run time complexity, on
the other hand, depends on the size of D(GI ; #) and the time required for testing
whether a graph in D(GI ; #) is isomorphic to any of the model graphs. Because the
model graphs are organized in a decision tree, a single graph isomorphism test for
an input graph with n vertices can be performed in O(n2 ) steps. Clearly, such a test
must be performed for each graph G0I in D(GI ; #).From Eq.(6) we know that, for a
constant cost of 1 of each edit operation, the size of D(GI ; #) for a graph GI with
n vertices is bounded by O(#n2#). Therefore, the time complexity of the on-line ec
graph isomorphism algorithm based on a decision tree is bounded by

O(#n2(#+1))

(8)

It is important to note that the time complexity in Eq.(8) is completely independent
of the number of model graphs in the database. We conclude that the on-line errorcorrecting algorithm based on a decision tree is especially ecient if the database
of model graphs is large and the maximal degree of distortion to be considered is
rather small.
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5 Experimental Results
In order to examine the eciency of the new algorithms in practice, we have performed a number of experiments with randomly generated graphs. Both the new
decision tree algorithms (with on-line and o -line error correction) and a conventional, A-based algorithm were implemented in C++ and run on a SUN Sparc10
Workstation. For each experiment, we generated one or more model graphs and
used these model graphs to create input graphs that were distorted copies of the
model graphs. All of the graphs generated for the experiments in this section were
undirected and unlabeled. Each experiment was repeated 20 times and the average
computation time was recorded. The size of the decision trees in terms of disk space
is also given for each experiment. In the rst two experiments, we studied the performance of the o -line ec algorithm compared to the conventional A-based method
for a varying number of vertices in the graphs and a varying number of models in
the database [BA83]. Then, in the last four experiments, the performance of the
on-line error-correcting algorithm was tested for varying model and database sizes
and varying degrees of distortion.
In the rst experiment, documented in Figs. 6 and 7, the database contained a single
model graph. The size of this model graph was steadily increased from 6 vertices and
12 edges to 12 vertices and 24 edges. From each model graph an input graph was
derived by rst copying the model and then deleting or inserting an edge. Hence,
the maximal error to be considered was set to # = 1 for both the decision tree
approach and the conventional algorithm. In Fig. 6 the time in seconds required
by both algorithms for the detection of the oec graph isomorphism between the
model and the input graph is displayed. Clearly, the decision tree approach was
much more ecient than the conventional algorithm. In the end, the conventional
algorithm required for a graph with 12 vertices approximately 10 seconds while the
decision tree approach needed less than 0.1 seconds. The drawback of the decision
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tree approach, however, is the size of the decision tree. In Fig. 7 the disk space
in terms of Kbytes that is required for the decision trees in the rst experiment is
displayed. As expected, the size of the tree grows exponentially. In the end, for a
graph consisting of 12 vertices almost 20 Mbytes were required. We conclude that
for an error threshold # = 1, model graphs with no more than 12 vertices can be
treated by our implementation of the o -line error-correcting method. Due to the
theoretical space complexity of O(#n2#) (see Eq. 6) we did not try this method for
error thresholds #  2.
In the second experiment, the number of model graphs in the database was steadily
increased from 1 to 10. Each model graph consisted of 8 vertices and 16 edges and the
input graphs were again copies of the models with a missing or an extraneous edge.
In Fig. 8 the time required by the o -line error-correcting decision tree approach
and the conventional method for an error threshold # = 1 are displayed. As it
was expected from the theoretical complexity analysis, the decision tree procedure
was completely independent of the size of the database. It constantly terminated
after 0.05 seconds. The conventional algorithm, on the other hand, was linearly
dependent on the number of model graphs and required in the end 8 seconds. The
size of the decision tree (see Fig. 9) grew linearly with the number of models. In the
end, for 10 model graphs, the decision tree required about 2.4 Mbytes of memory.
The results of the rst two experiments indicate that the o -line error-correcting
method is very well suited for databases of small graphs and applications where
little distortion occurs. However, for problems with larger graphs and higher error
thresholds the o -line error computation is no longer possible. Hence, we also performed a series of experiments with the on-line error computation method. In the
third experiment, the size of the model graph was increased from 6 vertices and 12
edges to 16 vertices and 32 edges. The error threshold was kept at # = 1 and from
each model graph an input was constructed by copying the model and adding or
removing an edge. The computation time required by the on-line error-correcting
16
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algorithm and by the conventional algorithm are displayed in Fig. 10. Similarly
to the rst experiment, the decision tree method is much faster than the conventional algorithm. This result corresponds to the theoretical complexity analysis in
which we showed, that, for # = 1; the O(n4 ) complexity of the on-line decision tree
approach is always equal to, or smaller than, the complexity of the conventional
algorithm (with a best case of O(n4) and a worst case of O(n2n )). However, while
the o -line error-correcting method required only 0.01 seconds for a graph with 12
vertices (Fig. 6), the on-line error-correcting method took more than 0.9 seconds.
The advantage of the on-line method is that, due to the fact that only the model
graphs are compiled into the decision tree, graphs with up to 16 vertices can be
handled. For the same reason, it is also possible to apply the method to problems
with higher error thresholds.
In the fourth experiment, the error threshold was set to # = 2. That is, the input
graphs di ered from the model graphs by either 2 missing, 2 extraneous, or 1 missing
and 1 extraneous edge. The size of the model graphs was again increased from 6
vertices and 12 edges to 16 vertices and 32 edges. The results of the fourth experiment are displayed in Fig. 11. Note that for graphs with less than 14 vertices, the
conventional algorithm is faster than the decision tree approach. For larger graphs,
however, the decision tree approach outperforms the conventional algorithm3.
Clearly, the size of the decision tree (Fig. 14) is identical in the third and fourth
experiment, because in the on-line error-correcting method the value of the error
threshold does not in uence the preprocessing step. Note that while the decision
tree in the on-line error-correcting method (Fig. 7) required 20 Mbytes of memory,
the decision tree for the o -line error-correcting method required only 1 Mbyte of
memory for a graph with 12 vertices, and less than 15 Mbytes for a graph with 16
This is mainly due to the fact that the theoretical complexity of the decision approach is
guaranteed to be O(n6) (see Eq. 8 for # = 2) while the conventional algorithm's complexity may
vary between O(n4) and O(n2n) where n is the number of vertices in the input and the model
graphs.
3
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vertices.
Finally, in the fth and the sixth experiment, we tested the performance of the
on-line decision tree approach for a growing number of model graphs. In both
experiments, the number of models in the database was gradually increased starting
at one and ending at ve graphs. Each model graphs consisted of 11 vertices and
22 edges. In the fth experiment documented in Fig. 12, the error threshold was
kept at # = 1 while in the sixth experiment documented in Fig. 13, the error
threshold was set to # = 2. Notice that in both experiments, the time required
by the decision tree method was independent of the number of model graphs while
the conventional method's performance was linearly dependent on the size of the
database. We can observe that for # = 1 the decision tree approach is always faster
than the conventional algorithm. For # = 2, the decision tree approach is slower
than the conventional algorithm when the database is small. But for more than 3
models in the database, the decision tree method becomes superior. The size of the
decision tree in the fth and the sixth experiment is displayed in Fig. 15. Complying
with our complexity analysis, it is linearly dependent on the database size.

6 Conclusions
We have presented two new algorithms for the problem of error-correcting graph
isomorphism detection that are based on the decision tree paradigm. The new
algorithms are extensions of an algorithm for exact graph and subgraph isomorphism
detection that was developed by the authors and described in [MB95b, MB95c]. The
two new algorithms mainly di er in the way they handle error corrections. In the
rst method, the error-corrections are computed o -line and used to create a decision
tree which is capable of detecting error-correcting graph isomorphisms in quadratic
time only. In the second method, the error corrections are computed on-line on the
basis of the input graph and each edited copied of the input graph is then subjected
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to a graph isomorphism test by means of a decision tree traversal. This results in a
time complexity that is quadratic in the size of the model graphs and exponential
in the error threshold that is to be considered. Very important is the fact that
both methods are completely independent of the number of model graphs that are
represented by the decision tree. On the other hand, a complexity analysis revealed
that the size of the decision tree grows exponentially with the size of the model
graphs for both new algorithms.
The results of the theoretical complexity analysis have been con rmed in a number
of practical experiments with randomly generated graphs. The advantages of the
new algorithms in terms of computational performance were demonstrated in these
experiments for graphs with up to 12 vertices for the o -line error-correcting method
and for graphs with up to 16 vertices for the on-line version.
Despite the exponential space complexity, we believe that there are potential applications of the new graph matching algorithm. It is particularly of interest if the
underlying graphs and the degree of distortion are rather small but computation
time is critical. We also believe that the general approach of using decision trees
for graph matching is worth further investigation. Topics of future research may
include the adaption of the method to the general error-correcting subgraph isomorphism problem. In the experiments described in this paper, the edit operations
were restricted to insertions and deletions of edges. However, depending on the
particular application, other edit operations can be introduced, for example, the
substitution, deletion and insertion of nodes. Another interesting aspect will be a
possible combination of the o -line and on-line method introduced in this paper.
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